
Fuel Storage Tanks - Benefits Of On-Site 

The Right Choice For Your Fleet Fuel Storage Facility vs Fuel Card

Many companies with a fleet of vehicles still use off-site 

refuelling facilities. But this can result in higher costs and 

wasted time. 

Fuelco provides fuel storage solutions and support service 

that could tip the scales towards the efficiency and ease of 

having on-site refuelling services. 

We take care of environmental compliance requirements 

that surround storing and dispensing fuel. 

Our fuel tanks compliant to global standards, are easily 

transportable and require minimum civil construction for 

installation. 

Having bulk fuel stored also cushions price spikes, plus gives 

better control of what goes into your fleet.

Saves money
- Reduced fuel expenses

- Savings on drivers commute costs and time

- Saving in administration, fuel cards & other fees

Fuel monitoring & reporting
- Examine the performance of your fleet’s vehicles 

and drivers

- Understand your cost per mileage figures

- Discover which vehicles are performing on, above 

and below the expected MPG target

- Access the means to monitor and make 

improvements

- Predict future expenses more easily, giving you a 

better handle on your finances

Ask us about our rent to buy options

Use our estimator below to calculate out how much you can save $$$



Please fill in white fields

Number of Trucks 10

Days per week Filled 5

Avge Litres to fill each 200

Truck/Driver hourly cost 100.00$                       

Time Saved per fill (min) 5

Cents per litre saving 0.10$                           

Times Filled per Annum 2600

Annual Fuel Usage 520000

Annual Fuel Saving 52,000.00$                  

Annual Time Saved - Hours 216.6666667

Annual Time Saved - $$ 21,666.67$                  

Potential Total Annual $$ Benefit 73,666.67$                  

We can provide highly effective strategies to reduce your fleet’s fuel costs. 
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HOME BASE TANK SAVING ESTIMATOR


